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ELECTROMAGNETIC TORQUE RIPPLE DIMINUTION OF A FIVE-

PHASE ASYNCHRONOUS MOTOR WITH ONE PHASE OPEN 

CIRCUIT FAULT 

REDUKCJA TĘTNIEŃ MOMENTU ELEKTROMAGNETYCZNEGO 

PIĘCIOFAZOWEGO SILNIKA ASYNCHRONICZNEGO PRZY JEDNOFAZOWEJ 

UTRACIE MOCY 

Abstract: The presented paper deals with the five-phase induction motor (IM) having pentagon connected stator 

winding, which is working under one phase supply failure. Computation of the motor electromagnetic quantities 

was made using the space vector theory in the complex plane. Analysis is done assuming, the motor is supplied 

by a pulse width modulation (PWM) controlled inverter with sufficiently high modulation frequency. Only the 

first stator voltage harmonics is taken into consideration. On the base of measured IM parameters, trajectories 

of stator and rotor current space vectors were investigated. On their basis, the motor electromagnetic torque 

ripple waveform for failure supply mode is derived. Finally a possibility to reduce torque ripple in failure state 

is shown. 

 

Streszczenie: W artykule opisano pięciofazowy silnik indukcyjny (SI) o pięciokątnym uzwojeniu stojana, 

pracujący przy jednofazowym zaniku zasilania. Obliczenia wielkości elektromagnetycznych silnika przeprow-

adzono z wykorzystaniem teorii wektorów przestrzennych na płaszczyźnie zespolonej. Analizę przeprowadzono 

przy założeniu, że silnik jest zasilany z falownika sterowanego modulacją szerokości impulsów (PWM) o od-

powiednio wysokiej częstotliwości modulacji. Uwzględniono tylko pierwszą harmoniczną napięcia stojana. Na 

podstawie zmierzonych parametrów SI zbadano trajektorie wektorów przestrzeni prądów stojana i wirnika. Na 

ich podstawie wyznaczono przebieg tętnień momentu elektromagnetycznego silnika dla trybu zasilania 

awaryjnego. Na zakończenie przedstawiono możliwość redukcji tętnień momentu w stanie awaryjnym. 
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1. Introduction 

Last time we have been witnessed an increasing 

interest of multi phase drives for different indu-

strial, automotive and household appliances, be-

cause of their supply fault tolerance and high po-

wer density. These systems have benefited from 

development of electronic components for their 

supply. Complex real-time controls can be 

achieved thanks to field programmable gate ar-

rays and digital signal processors even in fault-

mode configuration. [2], [7]  

Multiphase drive are fault tolerant to an opened 

switch fault or an opened phase fault since a ro-

tating field can be generated. In most cases the 

effect of a short-circuit fault is destructive and 

needs either special voltage source inverter or 

supplementary components. This is the reason 

why only opened switch or opened phase fault 

will be considered. Anyhow, impacts of the fault  

 
 

must be carefully studied in term of oversizing 

induced torque ripples and vibrations that can 

lead to secondary faults in other parts of the drive 

system. [12] In the majority cases, supply of the 

five phase induction motors is provided by a vol-

tage source inverter (VSI). Number of pulse 

width modulation techniques are available to 

control VSI output voltage. The space vector 

PWM technique has become the most popular in 

these days because of its easy digital implemen-

tation and better DC utilization compared to the 

ramp comparison sinusoidal PWM method. [10] 

 In previously published statistical studies, the 

percentage of faults for three-phase variable-

speed drives was evaluated to about 60% due to 

users experiences during the first year of opera-

tion. About 70% of these faults were related to 
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power switches of the VSI, such as short-circuit 

and open-circuit faults. [3] 

2. Inverter modeling 

The five phase motors need for their operation a 

supply from semiconductor converter, which is 

able to generate five–phase supply voltages. The 

power circuit topology of the five phase voltage 

source inverter (VSI) is shown in Fig.1. [4], [8]  

 

 

Fig.1. Five–phase bridge connected VSI 

VSI consists of parallel connection of five tran-

sistor legs. It is supplied by a constant voltage 

source consisting of an isolated DC-source and a 

capacitive DC-link. Each leg contains two IGBT 

transistors with anti-parallel connected freewhe-

eling diodes used to ensure a negative current 

path through the switches. Inverters output ter-

minals are numbered as 1 − 2 − 3 − 4 − 5. [5], 

[14], [13]  

Steady state mathematical model requires some 

simplification. In the next step we assume an ide-

alized semiconductor devices which satisfy the 

following properties: 

 • power switches can handle unlimited current 

and they are able to blocks unlimited voltage.  

• voltage drop across the switch and the leakage 

current are zero. 

 • the switches are turned on and off with no rise 

and fall times.  

• sufficiently big size capacity of the input vol-

tage capacitors divider, to can assume inverter 

input    DC voltage to be constant for any output 

current.  

These assumptions simplify analysis of the po-

wer circuit and help to build a steady state ma-

thematical model. Assume that the inverter DC 

input voltage is constant for any supply current. 

Next, let’s suppose that inverter output voltage is 

controlled by a PWM with very high modulation 

frequency (fm > 10 kHz). On the base of this as-

sumption we can suppose that the inverter output 

voltages is ideally sinusoidal. Transistors in the 

first inverters leg are controlled to obtain output 

leg voltage in the form 

 01
2 2
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a dc

U U
u u u r e = + = +  (1) 

where, dcu  is DC and 01u  is AC voltage compo-

nent, r is voltage control coefficient 0,1r  

and ω = 2πf is angular frequency. 

Leg voltages are measured between the leg no-

des and negative rail of the DC supply. The AC 

voltage components in other legs are shifted gra-
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dually by 2π/5. This shift is mathematically 

expressed by the voltage shifting factor 

2

5
j

e


=a
. Then, we can them express: 
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Motor phase voltages are given by difference of 

the voltages between two legs. Since,  
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(DC voltage shift), the motor phase voltages can 
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Figure 2 depicts the phase voltages formed in the 

pentagon stator winding connection. 

 To simplify the calculation of AC motor quanti-

ties, it is very advantageous to use space vectors 

theory. The term ”space” originally stands for 

the two-dimensional complex plane, to which 

the multi-phase quantities are transformed. The 

transformation of space space vector can be di-

rectly derived from the sum of voltage phasors. 

[9] 

 

Fig. 2. Pentagon connection voltage phasors 

Based on the equation (3), voltage space vector 

transformation is thus defined as: 
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  (4)  

where, 

2

5
j

e


=a  is space shifting factor which 

for pentagon connection is identical with voltage 

shifting factor. Figure 3 shows the space vector 

trajectory of the five phase voltage system. This 

one was calculated on the base of equation (4) 

for the inverter’s DC input value Ue = 550 V. For 

a symmetric five phase harmonic voltage sys-

tem, the space vector trajectory forms a circle. 

 

Fig. 3. Voltage space vector trajectory 

3. Current space vector 

For stator and rotor current space vectors calcu-

lation, a classical one phase equivalent circuit of 

induction machine is advantageously used (Fig. 

4). [1], [11] 

Motor parameters used for the following calcu-

lation are listed in Appendix. 

 

Fig. 4. IM equivalent circuit 

Referred to the equivalent circuit above, the fol-

lowing equation for the stator current space vec-

tor is valid. 
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where, mp
s

 



−
=   is the motor slip, 

2 f =  is an angular frequency, m  is  

a motor speed and p  is a motor pairs poles.  

The rotor current space vector can be determined 

by using Thevenin theorem. For the rotor current 

space vector following equation is valid  
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where, thU  is Thevenin DC input voltage, thR  

and thL  are Thevenin resistance and inductance 

respectively. 

Assume, the motor operates at rating speed, the 

sleep s = 0.03 and frequency f = 50 Hz. Figure 5 

depicts the stator and rotor current space vector 

trajectories which were calculated on the base of 

equations (5) and (6). 

The electromagnetic torque is calculated on the 

base of stator and rotor current space vectors 

 ( )*

1 2

5
Im

2
em mM pL= i i  (7) 

In the Fig. 6 there is shown the time course of 

electromagnetic torque, calculated on the base of 

equation (7). In case of a failure-free state the 

motor electromagnetic torque is constant at all ti-

mes. 

 

Fig. 5. Stator and rotor current space vector tra-

jectories 

 

Fig. 6. Electromagnetic torque waveform 

4. One-phase failure operation 

Let us assume fault on the terminal ”2” - the tran-

sistors (T3 − T8) interrupted and ub = 0. Sub-

sequently across the phases ”1” and ”2” there 

appears the voltage equal to the difference be-

tween leg voltages ua and uc, as seen in the Figure 

7. Assuming symmetry windings in each phase, 

the voltage is evenly distributed between the 

phases ”1” and ”2”. 

( ) ( )2

1 2 01

1 1
1

2 2
c a= = − = −u u u u a u  (8) 

On the base of equation (4) there is possible to 

calculate voltage space vector trajectory. This 

one is no longer circular, but elliptical, as depic-

ted in Figure 8. 

 

Fig.7. One–phase failure voltage phasors 
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Fig. 8. Voltage space vector trajectory in case of 

one–phase failure 

From equations (5) and (6) the trajectories of sta-

tor and rotor current space vector were calcula-

ted. They are shown in Figure 9. The calculation 

was made for supply frequency  

f = 50 Hz and nominal motor torque. Speed has 

dropped approximatively by 30 rev/min to the 

value 2878 rev/min, corresponding to s = 0.0405. 

 

Fig. 9. Current space vectors trajectories in case 

of one–phase failure 

Figure 10 shows calculated electromagnetic 

torque waveform. This one is strong pulse with 

second harmonic of the supply voltages frequ-

ency. In the calculated waveform, the electro-

magnetic torque changes within the range ± 30% 

of nominal value. 

 

Fig. 10. Electromagnetic torque waveform in 

case of one–phase failure 

5. Electromagnetic torque improvement 

As shown above, in case of one phase failure, 

there is a possibility to smooth the disturbed 

waveform of the electro-magnetic torque. This 

can be accomplished by shifting inverter leg vol-

tages ua and uc, as shown in Figure 11. Let us 

define the fault shifting factor 

 10
j

f e


=a  (9) 

then the shifted leg voltages take the form 

 01 01 03 03f f
 = =u a u u a u  (10) 

 

Fig. 11. Shifted voltage phasors 

Then, for the motor phase voltages we can write 

the equations: 
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Fig. 12. Shifted voltages space vector trajectory 

Figure 12 shows calculated voltage space vector 

trajectory for three shifted voltages of the five 

phase IM. This is again circular, but with redu-

ced voltage amplitude. It can be seen in Fig. 13 

that the currents trajectories are circular too, for 

nominal load but is stator winding slightly over-

loaded. 

 

Fig. 13. Shifted currents space vector trajecto-

ries 

Figure 14 depicts, that electromagnetic torque is 

practically constant. The ripple (± 0.12 Nm) pre-

sents only little more than 1 % of nominal value. 

 

Fig. 14.Shifted voltages electromagnetic torque 

vaweform 

6. Conclusion 

The paper deals with the five-phase induction 

motor (IM) with pentagon connected stator win-

ding, which is working under one phase supply 

failure. The space vector theory was used for 

computation of motor electromagnetic quanti-

ties. 

A new algorithm for PWM–VSI control of five-

phase IM machine in a case of one supply phase 

failure was proposed. It needs only to measure 

output inverter currents that are already available 

for a closed-loop control of the electric drive, 

avoiding thus any use of additional sensors, 

complex hardware or calculations. The most im-

portant goal is to achieve a renewal for the con-

tinuity of electric drive operation.  

It is shown, that in case of the fault state there is 

possible switch motor to a four-phase operation 

state and minimize electromagnetic torque rip-

ple. In any case, the motor loses its original per-

formance power, but it is capable to work in 

smooth operation. 

Appendix  

Five phase induction motor parameters:  

Pn = 1,75 kW; Un = 5 × 230 V/50 Hz; nn = 2910 

rev/min.; p = 1; R1 = 3,778 Ω; R´2 = 2,485 Ω; Lm 

= 0,436 H; L1σ = 6,83 mH; L 2σ = 6,83 mH;  
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